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Abstract 
We investigate a number of semantic issues which arise, when a language of expressions such 
as ML, is augmented with constructs for communication and concurrency, as is the case with 
CML. We construct a simple language of first-order expressions, which includes an operator 
let.. = . . .in.. .end to provide a form of sequentialisation and a simple form of abstraction, 
communication constructs, and a spawn operator, for expressing concurrency. We construct an 
operational semantics for the language, which ensures that a number of natural laws for the let 
operator hold. In addition we provide a testing semantics for the language, and show how a 
fully abstract model for the resulting testing preorder, can be constructed from a variation of 
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1. Introduction 
Concurrent ML (CML) [37,38] is one of a number of recent languages which at- 
tempt to combine functional programming, with operators for expressing communi- 
cation and concurrency. CML achieves this by extending the language Standard ML 
(SML) [29] with extra functionality. To express concurrency, CML supports a hmc- 
tion called spawn, which can be used to create concurrent threads of evaluation. Two 
new types, than and event, together with a collection of new constructors on these 
types, can be used to set up communications between threads. A core subset of these 
constructs appear in Fig. 1. 
The function spawn takes a function of type unit + unit as argument, which 
represents a ‘thunked’ computation. This computation is activated, by applying it to 
the single element () of unit type, and it returns the identity of the newly created 
computation. The type than is a set of polymorphically typed channel names, which 
may be used for communication, and the function channel is used for creating new 
unique channels. The event type can be viewed as representing a form of ‘delayed 
computation’, and the rationale behind it, and its associated operators, is that they 
form an embedding of CCS-like [28] processes, as first class objects, i.e. they may 
be passed as arguments to functions, or in communications. The remaining functions 
are almost self-explanatory. The function receive takes a channel name as argument, 
and returns an input event. Dually transmit takes a channel name and the value 
to be transmitted as arguments, and constructs an output event. The function choose 
implements a deterministic choice amongst a list of events, while wrap is the CML 
equivalent of sequential composition of events. The event wrap(e) f > is formed by 
applying the continuation function f to the value of the event e. The function sync 
returns the value of a given event, and as a side-effect, allows the event to perform 
its communications. Finally, the function never provides a deadlocked event, at all 
types. 
val spawn : (unit + unit) + thread-id 
type than 
val channel : unit+‘ia than 
type event 
val receive : ‘a chan+‘a event 
val transmit : (‘a than * ‘a)+unit event 
val choose : ‘a event list+‘a event 
val wrap : (‘a event * (‘a +‘b)) + ‘b event 
val sync : ‘a event + ‘a 
val never : ‘a + ‘a event 
Fig. 1. CML functions and types for communication and concurrency. 
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Consider the following CML code fragment, which implements a stack: 
datatype ‘a ptr = NULL I P of ‘a than; 
fun cell (v, P(C), p2) = sync (transmit (c, (v, P2))); 
fun create (> = NULL; 
fun push (v, p> = 
let val c = channel 0 
in 
spawn (fn 0 => cell (v, P(c), PI) ; P(C) 
end ; 
fun pop NULL = raise StackEmpty 
I pop (P c> = sync (receive c>; 
The items in the stack are stored in cells, which maintain pointers to the cells above 
and below them. The pointers are channels, and when a new item is added to the 
stack, a new channel and cell are created, where the channel becomes the new pointer 
to the top of the stack. An item is removed from the stack by interrogating the top 
cell, which returns the item, and the pointer to the next cell down in the stack. 
In this paper we investigate a number of semantic issues which arise, when a lan- 
guage of expressions such as ML, is augmented with constructs for communication 
and concurrency, as is the case with CML. We do this by building a simple language 
of first-order expressions, which includes an operator let.. = . .in.. .end to provide 
a form of sequentialisation and abstraction, and augmenting it with constructs from a 
value passing process algebra, such as VPL [2 1,231. In keeping with CML, concurrency 
in our language is expressed using a process creation operator, called spawn. 
We proceed in the traditional manner by defining an operational semantics for our 
language. This requires some care; the interaction between process creation and the 
evaluation mechanism for values is non-trivial. Our first contribution is a method for 
managing this interaction, which ensures that a number of standard laws for the let 
operator hold for a suitable notion of equivalence. 
Using the operational semantics, we construct a behavioural theory for the language, 
based on must testiny [19]. In a testing semantics, processes are distinguished by their 
ability to pass or fail tests. A test is a process endowed with the ability to report a 
distinguished action o, called success. A process p and test t are placed in parallel and 
constrained to communicate on complementary actions. The process p passes the test t 
if in all computations arising from this interaction, the test passes through a successful 
state, i.e. a state in which it may report (0. In Section 5 we show that the standard 
presentation of testing is not powerful enough to distinguish between expressions which 
are obviously different. To solve this problem, we generalise testing by 
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l defining an observability predicate on expressions, denoted by Jv, and defined on 
their ability to produce values, 
l using this predicate to define a contextual preorder on expressions denoted by F, 
such that et Fe2 if for all contexts C (i.e. expressions with a ‘hole’ [ I): 
We show that L coincides with a preorder <, which is defined independently of con- 
texts. In doing so we prove that only contexts of a very restricted form, are necessary 
to capture the distinguishing power of F. 
In Section 6 we address the problem of constructing a denotational model for our 
language. We outline some general properties we expect a model to possess, and then 
construct one such model, based on a version of Acceptance Trees [19]. Our final result 
is to show that this model is fully abstract with respect to L, i.e. that two processes 
which are equivalent with respect to the preorder, are identified when interpreted in 
the model. Since we will be dealing with a language of expressions that also allows 
communication and concurrency, will often use the terms ‘expression’ and ‘process’ 
interchangeably. 
This paper is a full version of [13]. 
2. Mathematical preliminaries 
In this section we review some standard theoretical material and introduce some 
technical notation which will be used in later sections. Thorough introductions may be 
found in [9, 16, 19,27,36,39]. 
A partially-ordered set (P, Go) is a complete partial order (or cpo) if it has a least 
element, usually denoted by _L, and every directed subset of P has a least upper bound 
(in P). Given a function f between cpos, we say that f is continuous if whenever D 
is a directed subset of P, then f(D) is directed, and f (UD) = u f (D). We denote 
the set of all continuous functions from P to Q by [P-Q]. If f : P+P then a 
jixed point of f is any p such that f(p) = p. Every continuous function f has a 
fixed point, denoted Yf, and defined by 
Yf CJ u fylp). 
II>0 
If P is a cpo, and k an element of P, we say that k is compact if whenever 
k < UD for some directed set D, then there exists d E D such that k Cd; we denote 
the compact elements of P by K(P). Let K(a) = {k<a : k E K(P)}; if for every 
a E P, K(a) is directed and a = U{k<a : k E K(P)}, then we say that P is algebraic. 
An algebraic cpo P is o-algebraic if K(P) is countable. We will treat as synonymous 
the terms domain and w-algebraic cpo. We call a domain that lacks a bottom element 
a pre-domain. Given a pre-domain P we can construct a domain by adding a bottom 
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element Ip to P. This process is called lifting and the resulting domain is denoted 
PI,. 
If P is a domain, and X a fixed set, then (X +P), the set of all total functions 
with non-empty domain from X to P, forms a domain. The elements are functions, 
and the ordering on elements is given by: 
.fl G.f2 if for all x E X, fl (x) <off. 
The least element is given by the function II-_F(x) = ip for all x, and the compact 
elements K(X+P) are given by 
{f E (X-+K(P)) : {x E dom(f’) : ,f(x) # 1) is finite}. 
Let X be a fixed set, (P, d p) a domain and (X+P) the set of all partial, finite 
functions from X to P, with possibly empty domain. If f’, g E (X--, P) then we write 
.f’ 5 g if &m(g) C darn(f) and for all x E cAxQ) : ,f(x)<~ g(x). 
Lemma 2.1. !f’ (P, <p) is u domuin and X is u jxrd set then ((X--,, P), 5) is a 
pre-domain. 
The set (X-/P) of all finite functions from X to P with non-empty domain, is also 
a domain under the ordering 5; however (X- ,-P) does not have a least element. The 
compact elements of this pre-domain are given by 
VW-/+‘I) = {f E V-t KU’))}. 
If f’ : [D-E] where D and E are pre-domains, we use up(f) : [(D)i-(E)l] to 
denote its obvious strict extension. 
Given a function f : D”+D where D is a pre-domain, and a fixed set X, we can 
define a new function ,fX : (X+0”) -((x-D) which generalises f, by setting 
.fXMx> = f(SI(X),.‘.,Sn(X)). 1_ 
Generalising a function f : D”-D to a function with type (A’--,D”)--+(X-,D) 
for fixed set X is not as straightforward, since the arguments may not have the same 
domains. For the case n = 2 we can define f + : (X-,D)2--t(X-~D) by 
f (a (x>, g2G)) if x E doMa 1 n doMg2). 
f+hY2>(4 = 
YlG> if x E domh > \ do%2 1, 
.y2(x) if x E dom(g2) \ doMa 1, 
undefined otherwise. 
Unfortunately, ff is not necessarily monotonic, even for continuous f. For example 
if gi = (~1 H d1,02 H d2}, g{ = (~‘2 - d2) and g2 = {VI H d’,}, then gi 5 g:, but 
it does not necessarily follow that 
.f’-h>Y2)(Vl) = f(sl(VI),82(L’1))~82(UI) = .f+(Y;>YZ)(~l). 
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However, f+ is continuous when j’ satisfies: 
f(x,y)<x and f(x,y)~y 
and we use (D2+D)R to denote the set of all binary functions satisfying this property. 
Lemma 2.2. 1. rf‘ f is a conlinuous function satisfying f(x, y) <x and f(x, y) <y 
then: ff is continuous. 
2. The function + has type [(D2+D)’ x (D2+D)R-(X-D)]. 
We will often write f‘+(gt,g~) as yl f/- 92. 
Definition 2.3. A domain retract over a domain D is a strict continuous function 
Y : [D+D] satisfying 
1. l”;r=r 
2. r(k) is compact for every k E K(D). 
Jf r is a retract let kernel(r) denote its set of fixed points i.e. 
kernel(r) = {d E D : r(d) = d) 
The following Proposition shows that we can construct new domains from old, using 
a domain retract. 
Proposition 2.4. If r is a domain retract, then kernel(r) is a domain. 
We recall from [ 191 that if .d is a non-empty, finite collection of finite subsets of 
a set X, it is called an acceptance set (over X). In addition we call an acceptance set 
saturated if it satisfies: 
0 A, B E & implies A U B E d, 
l A,B~dandACCcBimpliesC~,d. 
Given an acceptance set ~2 over X which is not saturated, we can always extend it 
to a saturated one. Let c(d) be the least set satisfying the rules: 
A E .d A142 E 44 A, CAcA2, AI,A2 E c(,zJ) 
A E c(d) Al UA2 E c(xJ) A E c(d) 
It is easy to show that c(~QI) is the least saturated set containing d. We sometimes 
drop the adjective saturated when the acceptance sets in question have this property. 
We use I,dJ to denote the basis of d i.e. U{A : A E A}, and d(X) to denote 
the set of all acceptance sets over X. This set, ordered by reverse subset inclusion, 
is a pre-domain. We will also require the following operators on acceptance sets. For 
&,33 E S?‘(X) we define A, V and J by 
0 ,~r,~~“c(.zQJU). 
l _c9V.$?%{AUB: AEBandBE.%}. 
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0 .d_4JB g c(%? U 3) where J is a distinguished element of X and 
% = .d--v’ U {(A \ {J}) U B : A E .Ce, J E A, B E a}, 
where .d-J denotes {A E .d : J I$ A}. 
The properties of A and V, and their interaction with c are well documented, cf. [19]. 
A selection of these are summarised in the following Proposition: 
Proposition 2.5. 1. c is monotonic, 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
c(c(d)) = c(d), 
c( .d u c(sJ u W)) = c(d u A9 u W), 
c(.d Us?) = c(c(d) u c(8)), 
.rllA(~UU)=(~Ar\)U(.~A~~), 
c( .d u a> = c(d) u c(B). 
Proof. We refer the reader to [ 19, p. 83-851. 0 
The operators A, V and \/ are continuous on the pre-domain of acceptance sets 
ordered by reverse subset inclusion. The operator J on acceptance sets is new, and 
we record some of its properties in the following proposition: 
Proposition 2.6. For .cP,SI,% E d(X) w have 
1. (.qQ&J = &dZ 
2. .dJ(c(2 u %)) = c(.zIJ.3 u .n/JV). 
We define a relation <4 on acceptance sets by 
.d +-x 2 if for all .&’ E .&here exists J# E .4? : B z A 
Lemma 2.7. [f’ 1~~21 = 1gl then .d 4-x 59 fund only if c(d) C c(a). 
Proof. See [19, p. 881. 0 
3. Syntax and operational semantics 
Consider the language of expressions 
e,e’,.. . E E.xp ::= 1 1 op(;) / 
let x = e, in 
1, l’, . E Lit ::= v j x 
v,v’,... E Val 
b,b’,... E BExp 
x,x’,... E Var 
oP E OP 
Exp, generated by the following grammar: 
e end 1 if b then e else e fi / spawn e 
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where Val is a set of values which we assume contains a distinguished value null, Op 
is a set of functions or operator symbols, and BExp is a set of boolean expressions, 
with Vur C BExp. Although this language contains some of the features of CML, its 
expressiveness is limited to non-interfering concurrent threads of evaluation; therefore 
we add the following constructs to the language: 
l n?Jx.e - input a value along on channel n to which is applied the function J_x.e, 
l n!u.e - output the value u along the channel II and then evaluate e, 
l ei +e;! - meaning carry out the evaluation associated with the expression ei or that 
associated with e2. 
In addition to these operators which have their counterparts in CML we add a parallel 
operator ei stf e2, meaning carry out the evaluation of ei and e2 concurrently. Such 
an operator does not appear in the syntax of CML, but we shall use it to express 
the states which are generated as the evaluation of an expression proceeds, directly in 
the syntax of the language. We also add a number of other constructs, familiar from 
process algebra, such as 
l local n in e end - meaning that n is a local channel name for the evaluation of e, 
a A - an evaluation which can no longer proceed, 
l ei @ e2 - an internal or spontaneous choice between the evaluation of ei and e2, 
l ret X in e end - recursive definitions using a set of predefined process names 
XEPN. 
l 52 - the divergent or completely undefined process. 
The complete abstract syntax for expressions is given by extending Exp with: 
I e,e,...~Exp::=...~n?ilx.e~n!Z.e~e+e~eSt,e~Q~local n in e endIAle@el 
ret X ine end /X 
I n,n ,... E Chan 
where Ghan is a set of channel names. The facility for recursive definitions is modelled 
on that used in process algebras, as recursion in CML is achieved using functional 
types. The effect of op(z) for more general ei can be obtained using the expression: 
let xl = el in (let x2 = e2 in .op(xl,. . .,xn) end). . . end 
We use the standard definition of free and bound variables for expressions, and use 
free(e) to denote the set of free expression variables in e. We use CExp to denote 
the set of closed expressions, i.e. those expressions with no free occurrence of an 
expression or recursion variable, and we use CExp” for the set of closed expressions 
which contain free occurrences of process names. Finally we use sort(e) for the set of 
all channel names appearing in the (closed) expression e. We refer to the language of 
closed expressions, CExp, as PAVP for Process Algebra with Value Production. 
We now construct an operational semantics for PAVP. To make things simpler we 
ignore the evaluation of boolean expressions. That is we assume that for each closed 
boolean expression b there is a corresponding truth value [b] and more generally for 
any boolean expression [b] and mapping p from variables to values there is a boolean 
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(VOp) op(G)J”A where oopj(G) = c 
(VSP) 
spawn e 2’ r + A 
JI 
(VlfF) 
ez --“e;, Lb] = jdsse 
if 6 then q else e2 fi+e; if b then cl else er fizz’ 2 
rY+e, 
(VLOC) 
local n in e end 2local n in ,’ end 
value [6J,. We also assume for each operator symbol op E Op, that we have an 
associated function [op] over the set of values Val of the appropriate type and 
The operational semantics for PAVP is given by the rules in Figs. 24, where 
arity. 
Fig. 2. Operational rules for production of values. 
a, a’, . . . E Act 2 {n?v : n E Chan, u E Val} U {n!tl : n E Chan, u E Val} 
p, /.L’, . . . E Act, s Act U {T} 
For any action a E Act we define its complement ifi by 
and we use than(a) to denote the channel of a, e.g. chan(n!u.e) = n. The operational 
rules are defined in terms of four transition relations: 
0 e&e’ - a single step evaluation from e to e’, 
n?a . eie’ - the receipt of a value v along channel n by expression e, 
l e%e’ - the output of a value 2: along channel n by expression e, 
Jr 
l e+e’ ~ the production of value v by expression e, with continuation e’. 
The first three transitions are familiar from process algebra; the last transition requires 
some further explanation. We need to capture the fact that an expression has evaluated 
to a value. One possibility would be to define a transition relation z C(CExp x Val), 
with (e, v) E z meaning that expression e is ready to produce value v. This rule would 
allow a smooth description of the operational behaviour of the let construct, using the 
two rules: 
let x = el in e2 end 1, let x = e{ in e2 end 
e,J% 
let x = el in e2 end Lez[u/x] 
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(LetV) 
(ExCLV) 
(Corn1 ) 
(ML) 
(ExCLr) 
(Ret) ret x in e end Ae[rec X in e end/X] 
- 
@of) 
(ExCRV) 
(Com2) 
(IntR) 
(ExCRT) 
Fig. 3. Operational rules for reduction 
n’?t: 
(In) n?h.e%e[v/x] for every value u (Out) n!t’.e - e 
(ExCL) 
ej Ae{ 
(ExCR) 
e2 5e; 
el + e,Aei et + e,Ae; 
(ParL) 
(W 
el zei, [bj = true 
if b then q else e2 fiLei 
WV 
e,Ae;, (b] =fulse 
if b then el else,ez fiLei 
(LocA) 
ePe’ 
local n in e end L local n in e’ end 
chanb) # n (SPA) 
e-52’ 
spawn eJ&awn et 
(LetA) 
e, Le{ 
let x = el in e2 end -% let x = ei in e2 end 
Fig. 4. Operational rules for contexts. 
which capture the sequential nature of the evaluation; to evaluate let x = el in e2 end 
one first evaluates el until it produces a value, then proceeds with the evaluation of 
ez[v/x]. In CML the evaluation of spawn e proceeds by evaluating e to normal form v, 
spawning of a new computation v() as a side effect, and then returning the identifier 
of the newly created computation. The values in our language are first-order, but the 
behaviour of spawn in CML suggests the following two rules for spawn: 
e&e’ 
spawn e& spawn e’ spawn e*’ 
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However consider the expression let x = spawn n!u.q in n?i.y.ez end. The above 
rules appear to have lost the potential interaction between the ‘yet-to-be-created’ process 
n!c.ei and the continuation n?i,y.ez. This indicates a potential conllict between the two 
uses of the predicate J, one to produce values and the other to produce side-effects. 
This conflict can be resolved if we revise v so that it has the type: 
% C: CE.xp x (Vu1 x CE.up) 
When applied to a term it produces both a value and a continuation, for which we use 
the notation e%e’. The revised rule for simple values now becomes VA/~, where 
il is the deadlocked evaluation. We also modify the rules for spawn to: 
eLe’ 
spawn e A spawn e’ spawn eJze St, A 
The first rule above corresponds to the left-to-right, call-by-value execution of CML, 
but is also needed to ensure that certain confluence properties hold for the operational 
semantics; we discuss this fully in the next section. The second rule allows a process 
to be spawned off at any point, with the value of the expression spawn e being null, 
since we do not assign identifiers to processes. We can now modify the rules for let 
so that they take into account the side-effect produced by J: 
let x = el in e2 end L let x = e{ in e2 end 
Jl, 
et +e{ 
let .x = el in ez end &e{ +ez[v/x] 
and exhibit the following computation from let x = spawn n!t:.ei in n?/?y.ez end: 
let x = spawn n!u.el in n?i,y.ez end 
+n!u.e, + A) + n?iy.e2[null/x] rule (LetV) 
L(el + A) +ez[nul/,/x][u/y] rule (Com2) 
The parallel operator + is very similar to the operator / in CCS; however there 
is a subtle difference. Processes may exhibit non-determinism, due to communication 
or because of the operator 3. However because PAVP is a language for computing 
expressions, we expect to associate a single value with the evaluation of an expression. 
Thus we use an asymmetric version of the parallel operator, where the production of 
values is delegated to the right-hand operand; the notation for the parallel operator 
is suggestive of this property. An asymmetric parallel operator of this form was first 
proposed in [2] to control the interaction of process creation and sequential composition, 
in the operational semantics of APC, a variant of ACP [3] with process creation. Here 
we have generalised it to a language of expressions. Finally, the rules for the production 
of values for the + context, (ExCLV) and (ExCRV), are unusual. In fact they are 
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needed to ensure that certain confluence properties of the operational semantics hold, 
and we defer a full explanation of this to the end of the next section. 
4. Properties of the operational semantics 
In this section we investigate various confluence properties that hold for the opera- 
tional semantics, and how these properties ensure that a number of natural equivalences 
hold for the let operator. To do this we need to define the concept of a labelled value 
transition-system. 
Definition 4.1. A labelled value transition-system (or lvts) is a 5-tuple: 
(E, Val, Act,, -f, A) 
where 
l E is a set of (closed) expressions, 
l VaZ is a set of values, with Val& E, 
l Act, is a set of actions, with T E Act, 
l + g E x Act, x E, 
l 2 C E x Val x E. 
It is straightforward to show that (CExp, Val, Actr, -+, A) is a lvts, and it possesses 
a number of additional properties, which we encapsulate in the following definition of 
a value production system. 
Definition 4.2. A value production system (or vps), is a 6-tuple: 
(E, A, Vaf, Act,, +, z) 
where 
1. (E, VaZ,Act,, --+, A) is a lvts, 
2. n is a deadlocked expression, i.e. A+ for every p E Act, and AA, 
3. the only move from the expression v is v*A, i.e. VA for every p E Act, and 
v%e+e = A and v = v’, 
4. single valuedness - e2et+ef* for no v’, 
5. value determinacy - e*e’ and e%e”+e’ is e” and v = v’, 
6. forward commutativity - 
LL P 
e2 e2 - e3 
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I. buckward commutativity - 
e2 e3 - e2 
Proposition 4.3. (CExp, Val, A, Act,, +,,z) is a vps. 
Proof. The first three conditions are straightforward, and the other four can be proved 
by rule induction on the operational semantics. Note that the asymmetric parallel oper- 
ator + rather than the more standard symmetric operator 1 is required to ensure single 
valuedness and value determinacy. As an example of the proof method we outline the 
proof of backward commutativity. Suppose e2et and et *ez. The proof is by rule 
induction on the transition rules in Fig. 2. As an example consider the case of (VPar) 
when e = fl +fI,el = ,fl j+fi and f22f;. There are three possibilities for the 
derivation el Ae2 : 
l ,fiLfy and e2 is f, + fy: since f2 s.f 1 then by induction there exists f F such 
that f2&fy'*fy which implies fl #+fILfl +fyr2fl +fy. 
l ,flLfi and e-2 is ,f[ +,fi: then obviously fl +fz&fi +.f2 2.r; +f;. 
l .f 15 f {, f i% f 1' and e2 is f { + fi: this is a combination of the previous two 
cases. 0 
To enable us to investigate the properties of the operational semantics, we generalise 
the transition relation - in the standard way to sequences of actions & by defining: 
e&e’ if e&*e’ 
e&e’ if e&*&+&*c’ 
ese’ if e&e” and e”&e’ 
The single valuedness property appears trivial, but in conjunction with backward com- 
mutativity, it implies that a process may only ever produce at most one value in its 
lifetime. Let PE denote the set of pure processes: 
PE = {e E CExp : for all s E Act*, e&e’ implies e’#+}. 
An immediate consequence of the definition of PE is that it is reduction closed, i.e. if 
e E PE and e&e’ then e’ E PE. Furthermore: 
Lemma 4.4. In any ups, e*e’Jf? E PE. 
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Proof. The proof is by contradiction; suppose e*e’ and e’ $ PE, then there exist s, u’ 
and e” such that e’&e”%. By a repeated application of the backward commutativity 
property we can derive the transition: 
which contradicts the single valuedness property. 
Another consequence of the axioms defining a vps, is that whenever eze’ the 
behaviour of e is the same as e’ St, v, at least up to strong bisimulation. First we define 
strong bisimulation on a vps. 
Definition 4.5. A symmetric relation R C E x E is called a strong bisimulation if 
(e,e’) E R+ 
1. e&-+el+e’Ae{ for some e; such that (er,e;) E R. 
2. e*el +e’*ei for some ei such that (er,ei) E R. 
Let e N e’ if (e,e’) E R for some strong bisimulation R. 
Theorem 4.6. In any ups, e*e’+e - e’ -K, v. 
Proof. Use backward and forward commutativity, and value determinacy to show that 
the following relations: 
1. Rg{(e,e-/j+A : e E PE}, 
2. Sg {(e,e’Stfv : e2e’) U R 
are strong bisimulations. 0 
The previous theorem has an interesting corollary, which demonstrates that values 
can only be offered to the environment by expressions, and subsequent behaviour of 
expressions cannot depend on the value being absorbed by the environment. To state 
it, we need to define when an expression diverges. We say e diverges, written e fi, if 
there is an infinite computation of the form: 
and we say e converges, written e 4, if it cannot diverge. We can generalise con- 
vergence to sequences, writing e J,I s for e converges on sequence of actions s, as 
follows: 
eQe if e.!J 
e JJ p.s if e JJ and a) e&e’ implies e’ I,l p.s 
b) e&e’ implies e’JJs 
Corollary 4.7. As a consequence of the Theorem 4.6, we have that 
1. e&e’ altde’fiaefi, 
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In the remainder of this section we show that the operational semantics endows the 
let operator with the properties expected of it. We shall do this from the abstract level 
of a vps, and to improve presentation we shall assume that there is a set of functions 
F from Val to E, with the property that for each e E E and f E 9 there is an element 
let x = e in f(x) end whose actions are determined by the appropriate versions In 
the rules (LetV) and (LetA): 
let x = e in f(x) end 2 e/St, f(v) 
e&e’ 
let x = e in f(x) end 5 let x = e’ in f(x) end 
In the case of the vps for the language Exp the set 9 consists of all functions iv.e[v/x] 
for each v E Val, where e ranges over expressions in E.xp which have at most x as a 
free variable. 
One can easily show that in the abstract setting of a vps that the let construct 
satisfies properties such as: 
let x = el +ez in f(x) end - el St, let x = e2 in f(x) end 
Unfortunately to obtain more interesting properties we have to work with respect to a 
slightly weaker equivalence than strong bisimulation, which we call mild bisimulation. 
Definition 4.8. A symmetric relation R C E x E is called a mild bisimulation if (e, e’) E 
R* 
1. for every a E Act eAel implies (et,ei;) E R for some e{ such that e’Le{ or 
e’it+%e’;, 
Jr JL 
2. e+et =~(el,ei) E R for some e{ such that either e’--te{ or e’_I,J%e’ II 
3. e&et=+ either (er,el,) E R for some e{ such that e’&e’,, or et - e’. 
Let e mm e’ if (e, e’) E R for some mild bisimulation R. 
Note that any bisimulation is also a mild bisimulation, since - 2 wm, 
Theorem 4.9. In any ups we have 
1. let x = e in id(x) end N,,, e where id is the identity function, 
2. let x = v in f(x) end N,,, f(v) jar every value v, 
let x2 = let xl = e in f(x,) end let xl = e 
in in 
3. 67(x2 ) -ym (h.(let x2 = f(v) in .g(x2) end))@,) 
end end 
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Proof. For each property it suffices to show that the corresponding relations defined 
below are mild bisirnulations: 
R ~ {(let x = e in id(x) end, e)} u N 
S g {(let x = v in f(x) end, f(v))} u Id 
T $2 {(let x = e+e’ in g(x) end, eif,let x = e’ in g(x) end)} 
u&f 
let x2 = (let xl = e in f(xl) end) let XI = e 
in in 
&2 1 , h.(let x2=f(u) in g(xz) end)(x,) 
UT 
end end )I 
where Id is the identity relation on CExp. 
Consider R, with (let x = e in id(x) end,e) E R. The non-trivial case occurs when: 
let x = e in id(x) end&e’ +id(v) 
because e2e’. In this case we know that (e, e’ +id(u)) E - from Theorem 4.6, i.e. 
(e,e’ #id(v)) E R. Conversely suppose e2e’, then let x = e in id(x) end&Ae’ 
+.4 and again we know that (e’,e’ -#+A) E N. 0 
If we translate these results to the particular vps for CExp, it means that any be- 
havioural equivalence containing ~~ satisfies the following axioms: 
let x = e in x end = e 
let x = v in e end = e[u/x] 
let x2 = (let xl = el in e2 end) let x1 = el 
in in provided xi @ jree(es). 
e3 (let x2 = e2 in e3 end) 
end end 
Note that Theorem 4.6 is crucial for the first law to hold, and in the operational 
semantics this is ensured by the rules (ExCLV) and (ExCRV). For example, suppose 
we had adopted the following ‘standard’ rules for +: 
Jo 
ei +ei 
Jo 
e2 +ei 
ei + e22e{ ei + e2zei 
then the expressions v + n!v and let x = u + n!v in x end would not be testing 
equivalent, since: 
v + n!v let x = v + n!v in x end 
‘/u/ \ n!t’ TJ \ n!c 
‘4 ‘4 A +v let x = A in x end 
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We end this section with two laws for the spawn operator. Let us assume again 
that for any expressions ei, e2 in a vps, there are expressions spawn q, and ei -#e2 
whose semantics are determined by the rules for spawn and St, in the operational 
semantics. The proof of the following result is left to the reader. 
Proposition 4.10. In any ups we have 
b spawn e - e +null, 
0 spawn (spawn e) - spawn e. 0 
5. Testing value production 
In this section we define and investigate a behavioural preorder for PAVP. Testing 
[ 11, 191 involves using a test to examine the behaviour of a process, where the test 
is itself a process enriched with an extra action w representing success. The general 
procedure is to allow the test and process to interact, by communicating with each other, 
or evolving autonomously. This interaction can be captured by defining a relation 11 
over processes and tests, as the least relation satisfying the rules: 
tA’=q/pA’jlp 
P~P’=NlP~w 
tLt’ and pqp’+tl( pAt’ II p’ 
A computation of tll p is then any finite non-extendible, or infinite sequence of & 
transitions from tllp. A successful computation is one in which t passes through a 
state t’ such that the transition t’ w - is possible. If the language contains operators for 
parallel composition 1, and action hiding \a, as in CCS for example, then t(l p may be 
rendered as (t I p)\al \a2 . . . \a,,, where al . . . a,, is the sort of t and p. Unfortunately 
in our language, this version of testing is insufficient to even distinguish between the 
expressions v and w. The production of a value is not a communication action, and so is 
not available for synchronisation; therefore there is no test t such that tllv is successful, 
and t II w is not, since the test cannot discover which value is being produced. We solve 
our problem by abandoning testing in this form, and adopting a more general approach. 
We use camp(e) to denote the set of all computations from e. For any c E camp(e) 
we use ci to denote the ith component of c. For any value v we write that e La, 
pronounced ‘e must v’, if for all c E camp(e) there exists some i such that the 
transition ci2 is possible, and we write egv if this is not the case. We extend Exp 
by augmenting the value set Val with a new value w. We allow testing contexts C to 
be built from this extended set of expressions. 
Definition 5.1. For ei,ez E CExp, we define ei ce2 if for all finite (i.e. not containing 
the ret operator) closed contexts C, C[ei] I, =+C[ez] I, 
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We write = for the kernel of L, i.e. L n L-l. 
We require that w be a new value to ensure that it is the tester, i.e. the context C, 
which is responsible for announcing the success of a test and not the testee, i.e. the 
process being tested. Technically it is also significant. If w could be any value in Val, 
then the resulting theory would be different. In our theory the parallel operator is strict 
but allowing o to be any value we would have, for example that 
since [Q +o] Lw, where [ ] is the empty context. Clearly the issue of fairness is 
involved here but, although fairness is of significant interest, it is beyond the scope of 
the present paper. For a preliminary theory of fair testing see [20]. 
It is now possible to test the difference between u and w, by taking the context: 
Cz letx=[] 
in 
if x = u then co else A fi 
end 
since C[u] Jw, and: 
C[w]A *A St, if w = u then co else A fi & 
The universal quantification over contexts in Definition 5.1 makes it difficult to 
prove properties about L. In the remainder of this section, we define an alternative 
characterisation of &, called <, and show that they coincide. To define < we need 
some notation. Let VAct, denote the set Act, of actions extended with Jv for each 
v E Val, and VAct denote VAct, \ {z}. Let S be the subset of VAct* defined by 
S “‘Act* u (s,&s2 : v E VaE,sl,sz E Act*} 
Lemma 4.4 showed that a process may produce at most one value in its lifetime. 
Therefore whenever e&, we know that s E S. We will also require the following 
definitions: 
Definition 5.2. For all e E CExp: 
L?‘(e) 2 {se&} - the language of e 
Y(e) z {n? : en?ll for some u} U 
{n! : en!“for some v} U 
{J : if es for some u} - the successors of e 
&(e,s) $J {Y(e’) : e&e’} - the acceptance set of e after s 
We are now ready to define the alternative characterisation. 
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Definition 5.3. For all el,e2 E CExp,el < e2 if for every s E S, el .l.l. SJ 
1. e2 U s, 
2. .d(el,s) 44 A(e2,s) 
We now turn our attention to showing that for all el,e2 E CExp: 
The proof in one direction, L c <<, is similar in structure to the corresponding proof 
in [23] (Proposition 2.8): three classes of context are used to characterise the defining 
properties of <. These contexts are similar to those used in [23], however the proofs 
that they do characterise << are more delicate. The converse of (1) is considerably 
more difficult to establish. In order to prove < C: L, we must show that whenever 
el << e2 and C[el] Jw then C[e2] i,,,. Therefore it is necessary to prove that in every 
computation: 
there is some ci such that the transition ~2 is possible. We have seen that in the 
standard presentation of testing, the only possible form for C[ez] is t 11 e2 for some test 
t, and consequently each ci also has the form ti 11 e,. This means that every computation 
from t 11 e2 can be decomposed into two sub-derivations, one from t and one from e2. 
From el < e2 a sufficiently similar sub-derivation can be obtained from e2 which can 
be re-composed with that from t to construct a computation from t I/ e2. This, together 
with t /I el I,,), is sufficient to guarantee that ci % is possible for some i. The preorder 
G is defined in terms of arbitrary contexts, which makes it difficult to decompose C[e2] 
into the contribution from e2, and the corresponding contribution from the context C. 
To do this we have to develop an operational semantics for contexts, using the idea 
of action transducers [25], and prove appropriate decomposition and recomposition 
properties for C[ez]; we relegate these proofs to the Appendix. 
Proposition 5.4. For all el,e2 E CEsp, el < e2+el Le2. 
Proof. See Appendix A. 0 
We now present the classes of contexts which are sufficient to show that L C K. 
The first class of contexts we require allows us to test when a process e converges on 
a sequence of actions s. Let C&,,(s,r) be defined by 
C&(S, r) ?J let x = [ ] 
in 
r!x.A St, con(s, r)) 
end 
where 
COrz(E, r) “2 ‘4 + 0 
con(n?v.s, r) “E n!v.con(s, r) + Co 
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con(n!v.s,r) ‘E n?k(if x = u then con(s,r) else co fi) + w 
co~z(Ju.s,r) gr?A.x.(if x = v then con(s,r) else co fi) + co 
The second class of contexts will allow us to test whether, under certain circum- 
stances, a process is able to perform a particular sequence of actions. Let Crej(s,u,r) 
be defined by 
C&, a, r) g let x = [ ] 
in 
r!A_wl + rej(,, a, r) 
end 
rej(.z, n?v, r) %J n!u.A + 0 
rej(&,n!v,r) g n?k(if x = v then A else co fi) + w 
rej(e, Jqr) g r?k(if x = v then A else o fi) + co 
rej(n?v.s, a, Y) g n!v.rej(s, a, r) + 0 
rej(n!v.s,a,r) g n?k(if x = v then rej(s,a,r) else o fi) + cu 
rej(Jv.S,a, r) 2 r?kc.(if x = v then rej(.s,a,r) else co fi) + w 
The final class of contexts we require are used to character&e the acceptance sets 
of an expression. To do this we need to define the set of events Ed: 
Ei, f!! {n? : n E ChUn} 
E de’ {n! : n E Chun} out - 
E “” Ei, U Eo,, 
E, El,. . . EEL “‘EU{J} 
An acceptance set is therefore a finite set of finite sets of events. We extend + to EJ 
in the following way: 
e&+e’ if e s e’ for some v 
Let R be a finite subset of Ed, we define C&s,R,r) by: 
Cacc(s, R, r) !L‘ let x = [ ] 
in 
r!x.A St, ucc(s, R, r) 
end 
where 
ucc(n?, r) “’ n!o.o 
ucc(n!,r) 2J n?x.w 
acc(J, r) 22 r?x.w 
ucc(R,r) g c{ucc(a,r) : a E R} 
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UCC(&, R, r) “” acc(R,r) 
ucc(n?u.s, R, r) “‘ n!u.acc(s, R, r) + w 
acc(n!u.s, R, r) g n?k(if x = o then acc(s,R,r) else w fi) + w 
ucc( ,,‘a~, R, r) !! r?k.x.(if x = v then ucc(s, R,r) else w fi) + w 
where we have used C{ei,. . ,e,} to denote er + . . . + e,. 
The above discussion of contexts leads us to the following proposition: 
Proposition 5.5. 1. For all s E S,e JJ s @ C,.,,[e](s,r) 1, where Y $ sort(e). 
2. For all e E CExp,e AJ su+ 
where r $! sort(e). 
3. For all e E CExp, e 4 SJ 
Cacc[e](s, R, r) Jo% e&e’+-+ +e’ &for some c( E R. 
Proof. We refer the reader to [12]. 0 
We now have the results we need, to prove that F C < 
Proposition 5.6. For all el,e2 E CExp, elLez+el < e2. 
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that eiaez and ei JJ s; if e2 fi s then 
by Proposition 5.5( 1) we would have Ccon[ei](s,Y) lw, but Ccon[e](S,r)dw which con- 
tradicts the fact that ei Eez and so we may assume that e2 JJ s. Suppose next that 
s E _Y(ez). If s = E then s E Z(ei) trivially, otherwise s = s’u, and if s’u @ _Y(er ) 
then by Proposition 5.5(2) we have that Crq[el](d,u,r) lw, but Crei[e2](d,u,r)dw 
which contradicts the fact that ei&,ez, in which case we may assume s E T(ei). 
Finally suppose that B E d(ez,s), but that for all A E &(er,s) there exists some 
a E A such that a E A and a $ B. In particular for each stable ei such that ei&eI, 
we have some c E Y(e’,) such that c +! B. Let R denote the set of these events, 
one for each stable state, in which case whenever ei&ei + then e{ L for some 
c E R. We know ez&ei with 9’(ei) = B; therefore for some stable cy such that 
e2 & ey, we have that ey+ for any c E R. By Proposition 5.5(3) this means that 
(&[ei](s, R, r) Jo, but Cacc[e](s, R, r)ho; this contradicts the fact that ei ce2. q 
We can now prove the main result of this section: 
Theorem 5.7. For all el, e2 E CExp : 
Proof. An immediate consequence of Propositions 5.4 and 5.6. 0 
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6. A model for value production 
In this section we construct a domain D, and show how the constants A and D may 
be interpreted as elements of D, and the operators +, f, $, let, local and ret as 
continuous functions on D. We also need to interpret the input and output operators, 
and to do this we will define two functions ino and out& with the following types: 
of&L) : (Ghan X Val x D-D) 
ino : (Ghan x (V&--tD)-D) 
These requirements are similar to those in [23] for the language VPL; however 
expressions of CExp produce (evaluate to) values from Vu/, and because of their 
concurrent nature, many significantly different evaluations can lead to the same value. 
Therefore we view elements of the domain D as computations of values from Val, 
and the let construct as a mechanism for manipulating computations rather than values. 
To develop this theme, we borrow two functions from the work on monads [30] - a 
general denotational theory of programming languages based on the idea that programs 
denote computations rather than values - which have the following types: 
1. 90 : Val-D - which associates with each value u a trivial computation qD(u) 
for producing this value, 
2. *D : (Vul-D)-+(D+D) - a functional which extends a function f from values 
to computations to a function f *D from computations to computations. 
If we view elements of the domain as computations of values, then the function VD 
constructs a computation of any simple value u. So for example, we distinguish between 
the value I and the computation of 1: qD(l). The functional *D acts as a form of 
sequential composition on computations. Suppose we have a function f : Val--tD, 
and an element d E D. Recalling that d is a computation of a value, *D(f)(d) forms 
a new computation, which is the result of evaluating d to obtain its value v say, and 
then supplying v to f. 
Let C’ denote the set {cB,+, #+, local IZ in end A,Q}; note that C’ does not 
contain spawn which we will interpret using the parallel operator #+. We use C2 to 
denote C’ U {spawn}. 
Definition 6.1. An interpretation for the language Exp consists of a 6-tuple: 
(D, &, iflD, OutD, %h *D ) 
where 
1. D is a domain, 
2. CA is an in interpretation over D of each of the operators in Z’, 
3. iflD : Chan+(Val-D)-D is continuous in its second argument, 
4. o&D : (Chan x Val x D)-D is continuous in its third argument, 
5. ,‘,D : Val-D, 
6. *D : [( VuZ-D)-[D-D]]. 
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Given such an interpretation a denotational semantics for the language can be given 
as a function: 
D[ 1: Exp-[Env-[Enu~-+D]], 
where Em denotes the set of Vu1 environments, i.e. mappings from the set of variables 
Var to the set of values Val and Envy is the set of D environments, mappings from the 
set of process names PN to the domain D. The function Dl ] is defined by structural 
induction on expressions: 
D[opK~)p~ = VD(UOPD(P(~))) for each OP E 0~ 
D[f(z)]pa = f~(D[e?po) for each f E C' 
D[rec X in e endp = Yla.Di[e@[X H X] 
D[if b then el else ez fijpo = 
D[el]p if [b]po = true 
D[ez]po if [bjpo =,false 
D[[n?x.e]po = inDn h.D[e]p[x H v]a 
D[let x = el in e2 end] pa = (h.D[ezp[x H v]o)‘D[e,]po 
D[spawn enpa = [e]po j+ Dqo(null) 
Dpz!t.epo = oug(n, D~fpo, Due&) 
We will sometimes drop the domain name D, from the expression D[ JI when it is 
clear which domain we are talking about. The interpretation of spawn is suggested by 
Proposition 4.10. The interpretation of let follows from the intuitive explanation given 
for the functional *D. In the expression let x = el in e2 end, the sub-expression e2 
has a free variable x, and so we may view the denotation of e2 as a function from 
values to computations. The denotation of el is a computation, whose value is supplied 
to the function associated with the denotation of e2. One can check that this semantic 
function satisfies the standard ‘substitution lemma’: 
Lemma 6.2. D/e]p[x H v] = Dje[u/x]jp. 
In [30] the functions ye and *D are required 
(~0)~’ = idD 
To; .f *D = f for everyf : Val+D 
to satisfy the following axioms: 
(2) 
(3) 
f*“;g*’ =(f;~*‘)*~ for everyf, g :ValL-+D (4) 
We say that an interpretation is natural if it satisfies axioms (2~(4) above. These 
axioms ensure that in a natural interpretation, let enjoys some obvious properties. 
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Proposition 6.3. Zf D is a natural interpretation then 
1. D[let x = e in x end] = D[e], 
2. qlet x = ZI in e end] = qe[u/x]], 
3. D[let x2 = (let XI = el in e2 end) in e3 end] = D[let xl = el in (let x2 = 
e2 in e3 end)end] provided x1 # free(e3). 
Proof. Each of these is a direct consequence of the corresponding constraint on natural 
interpretations, given in the previous Definition. As an example we outline the proof 
of the second property: 
[let x = u in e end]p = (4elP[x H ul)*DUul 
(WeW ++ ~l)*~mtu> 
Cm; (NlelAx H ~l>*~Xu> 
tNPlpb ++ ul)to) by (3) 
i[e[u/xllp by Lemma 6.2. 0 
We now construct a natural interpretation for the language, which we call ATUP 
for Acceptance Trees with Value Production, and this construction is in two stages. 
Firstly we show how the model AT* 1231 can be extended with values to give an 
interpretation called pATuP, for precursor to ATuP. Unfortunately, this model is not 
natural; it fails to satisfy the axiom: 
(qpATvP)*pAT”P = idpAToP 
We then show how the natural interpretation ATUP is recovered from pATvV using a 
domain retract. 
Recall from [2 1,231 that the domain AT” is defined to be the initial fixed point of 
the functor F: 
where 
Fjn(D) = (I’d-D) 
F,,,(D) = tval--fD) 
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in the category oCPOE of o-algebraic cpos with embeddings [34,36], where An H fo,, 
denotes the function with type Ein kd E,,t--fDl b_J 02 defined by: 
Elements of AT” consist of pairs (.&, f) where XI is a finite set of finite sets of input 
and output events, and f is a function describing the sequels to these events. Processes 
in VPL can input and output values along channels. Accordingly the sequels to input 
and output events are functions from a set Vu/ of values to the domain AT”. Since a 
process may only output a finite number of different values on a channel in any given 
state, the sequel to an output event is an element of the domain (( Vul--SAT”), 3)~. 
Input actions act as binders of variables on open terms, so an input action can receive 
any value along a channel; accordingly the sequel to an input event is an element 
of the domain ((Vu1 -AT”), < ). In our language processes may produce values, in 
addition to inputting and outputting them. The production of a value is signalled by 
a J action, but the behaviour of a process after a v’ may be non-trivial; for example 
spawn e*e for all e. Therefore we need to model the possible sequels of this 
action. Since a process can only produce a finite number of values in any state, we 
can view value production as a restricted form of output on the distinguished ‘channel’ 
J. This allows us to use a modified version of the machinery used for modelling 
the outputs of a process for modelling value production. Since a process can produce 
at most one J, its behaviour after this action is described by the domain AT”. We 
now outline the construction of the domain pATuP, but first we need some notation. 
If f : EJ-l.(V,l -D) and i : D-D, then recalling the notation for functions in 
Section 2, let the function e&(f) : EJ -f(VuZ-D) be defined by 
dom(ext’( f )) = dam(f) 
(ext'(f ))(a> = f"'(f (a)> 
The domain pATuP is defined as the initial fixed point of the functor G: 
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We will use the continuous functions fold and unfold to represent the isomorphism 
between E and G(E). The ordering on elements of G(E) is given by 
l I 5 d for all d E G(E), 
2. j& <gi,,.f&, 5 gout and f 4 3 94. 
where 5 is the ordering on partial functions defined in Section 2. 
Intuitively, the domain AT” can be seen as a sub-domain of pATuP: the subset of 
elements of pATuP with no J in any acceptance set. This can be expressed formally 
in terms of a domain retract 
elim, : [pAT”P-pAT”P] 
which given an element (&, f) of G(E), removes any occurrence of J from any set 
in &, and recursively applies this procedure to f. For convenience, we will identify 
AT” with the image of pATuP under elim,. 
It is straightforward to interpret the operators in C’ as continuous functions over the 
domain pATUP, and their structure is very close to the corresponding operators for VPL 
in [23]. The input and output operators are interpreted by the following two functions: 
inpAT’.P : Chan-( Val-PAT”“)-pATUP 
inpAT”P n f “‘ford ({{n?}},n? H f)l 
and 
OUtpAT’P : (Chart x Val x pATUP)-pATUP 
OUtp,&?Z,U,d) fz? fold({{n!}},{n! H {u H d}}l 
The definition of f CAT’ p for each f E Z’ is given in Appendix B. 
Proposition 6.4. The functions inpATFP, outpAT’.P and fpATL.P for each f E Z’ are con- 
tinuous functions on the domain pATUP. 
We now show how the functions rpATcp and 
*pAT”P 
are defined, and this will give 
us interpretations for values, and the let construct. The definition of Y]~AT”P is straight- 
forward: 
VpATt,p : Val-pATuP 
ylpAT”p 21 = “‘fo~d(((~)),(~ H {v H ~pATV’}>), 
We will often omit the subscript or superscripts from functions such as v~AT~‘P or
f pAT“P, when it is clear which domain we are talking about. The definition of q 
*pATV 
is considerably more complicated, and we begin with an intuitive explanation. Recall 
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the operational semantics for the let operator: 
let x = el in e2 end 3 let x = e{ in e2 end 
4, 
el --te: 
81 
let x = el in e2 end&e’, +e2[u/x] 
The expression el is evaluated until it produces a value and continuation. The value 
is substituted for the free variable x in e2, and the computation continues with the 
evaluation of the continuation, in parallel with the newly substituted e2. Each expression 
e can produce at most one value in its lifetime, but due to non-determinism, this may 
be one of a number of values. An expression may also defer the production of a value 
until it has performed a sequence of communication actions. If we consider [elj, then 
at each node where a J appears, the possibility exists that el can produce a value 
and a continuation. Furthermore, the production of some value could occur at arbitrary 
depths of [elj. To interpret let x = el in e2 end we need an operator that can ‘refine’ 
each occurrence of a ,,/ in [el ] into [e{ # ez[v/x]j, and do this for each value v and 
continuation e{ . This operator is ;rl* 
pAT”P 
and we now define it formally. 
Let PAT”” J denote the pre-domain consisting of all elements (&,f) of pATUP such 
that ,/ E (~2. We will define a functional tr which takes a function: 
k : pATy+pAT”” 
and an element d E PAT’” and modifies d by refining each node n in d at which 
the action J occurs, using k. This arrangement is more general than we need for our 
purposes, and we will see how 
*pATIP 
can be captured for a specific instance of k. The 
refinement process is carried out by a binary operator which is a variation on +PAT’~. 
Let Op~T~‘~~ denote unfold; up(S);,fold where 
Note the action of OpATC,I on residuals; it combines the residuals of communications 
using @pAT,Pr but it ignores the left-hand argument’s contribution to J. 
Proposition 6.5. @,,ATtp is a continuous function on PAT”“. 
Proof. Follows from the continuity of CB~AT~ P. 0 
Proposition 6.6. For all d 1, d2, d3 E pATUP we have 
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Proof. It is sufficient to prove the result for all compact elements, and this is done by 
induction on the ‘depth’ of a compact element depth(k) defined by 
depth(l) g 0 
depth( &, f)) g max{depth(T) : T = f(a)(v) for some a,~} 0 
It will also be convenient to have a notation for conditionally applying a binary 
operator. If n is any infix binary operator and p is a predicate we use 
efJPe’ 
to denote the expression e n e’ if p evaluates to true and e if it evaluates to false. 
The modification of each node in a tree, according to a given function, is performed 
by the functional T, where 
T : [pAT~-+pATup] -[pATUP -pATuP]-[pATuP -pATuP] 
T k X (&,f) g (s!,e&(f)) OJEldl k((szZ,f)) 
Thus when applied to a tree T applies the recursion variable X to the sequels, and if 
J appears in the acceptance set at the root, it is refined using k. 
Proposition 6.7. For k : [PAT:-pATuP], the function T k is continuous. 
For each k : PAT:-pATuP we define the function tr k by: 
YL Xunfold; up(T k X);fold 
We now look at the application of tr to a particular class of functions generated by 
those in (Vul-pATUP). For each f : Val-pATUP we define: 
f” : PAT;~-~AT”~ 
f”@‘,g) ““’ ${g,(u) +bpwf(4 : 0 E dom(g,)l 
where we have used $ to denote the internal sum, ~3, of a finite, non-empty set of 
elements of pATuP. 
Proposition 6.8. For all f : PAT:---+pATUP the function f” is continuous. 
Definition 6.9. For all f : Val-pATUP, f * 2 tr f”. 
A useful property of q* is that it distributes through @. 
Proposition 6.10. For all d,e E pATuP, we have: 
q*(d @ e) = q+*(d) CE q*(e) 
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We have now shown how to interpret each of the constructs from Exp in the domain 
pATuP and therefore we have an interpretation for Exp. Unfortunately it is not a natural 
interpretation as the requirement: 
f’/ 
~QAT"" _ id 
- pATUP (5) 
is not satisfied. Although all denotable elements satisfy (5), there are countably many 
non-denotable elements which do not satisfy it. Note that (5) is trivially satisfied by 
elements of AT”, since they do not produce values. 
Example 6.11. Let d = ({{n!,J}},f) where f(J) = {u ++ A} and f(n!) = {w H 
A}. Then q*(d) =fold({{rC J}, {J>},f # d. 
We can recover a natural interpretation from pATuP using a domain retract. 
Theorem 6.12. The function q* : pAT”P-+pAT”P is a domain retract. 
Proof. We must show that q* is strict, continuous, preserves compact elements and is 
idempotent. The first two properties follow from the strictness and continuity of tr. It 
is routine to show that n* preserves compact elements, i.e. that for any k E K(pATuP) : 
q*(k) E K(pATuP), by induction on the depth of k. It remains only to show that v* is 
idempotent, and again it is sufficient to show this for each k E K(pAT”O), by induction 
on the depth(k). If depth(k) = 0 then 
k = _L 3 r/*(k) = I strictness of n* 
* r*(rl*@)) = 1 
If depth(k) = n + 1 then k = (d,f) and there are two cases. If J C$ IdI then we 
h ave: 
~*(~*((-02,fj)) = n*(G~,extV*(f))) definition of n* 
= (&, exP* (ext~*(f))) again 
= (2x?, extq’(f)) by induction 
= r*((d,fj) 
If J E 1~21, then first we show that for each compact element (d, f), and u E 
domain(f( J)) that 
vl*( (d, exP* ) 0 f<J)(r) + r(a)) = (d, extq*) @ f(J)(r) + ~(0) (6) 
by induction on the depth of (.@‘, f ), which is straightforward but tedious. In this case 
we have: 
v*(v*W,f)) = rl*(W,extq'(f 1) 0 v"(~,f)> 
= tl*(bJ,extq*U>) 0 ${f(J)(u)St,rl(~) : v E domWd\/)>l> 
by definition 
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= r*(G3{(~,e~t’i*(f>) @f(J>(~)St,r(~) : 0 E d~Nf(J)))> 
by Proposition 6.6 
= ${~*((~,ext’?*(f)) @ f(J)(~)+r(u)) : u E doHf(d\/)>) 
by Proposition 6.10 
by (6) 
= (d,ext’?*( 
= ul*w,f). 0 
Definition 6.13. Let the domain ATup be defined as q*(pATuP). 
We now have a domain ATuP which we can view as an interpretation in the following 
way: 
1. for each symbol f E C* let fATuP be defined as (fpAp; q*)[ATI.P, 
2. the input and output functions are defined as before: 
in,,.P n f = fold ({{n’?}},n? H f), 
outAT’.P (n, v,d) = fold ({n!}, {n! H {v ++ d}}), 
for f : (Val-ATUP) and d E ATOP, 
3. YI&V) =fo~d({{J})> J ++ 1~ ++ && 
4. for f E [ Val-ATUP] let f *AT*” = (f *pAT’:r) [AT,.P 
With these definitions we have: 
Proposition 6.14. ATCp is a natural interpretation. 
Proof. It follows from Propositions 6.4 and 6.8 that ATuP is an interpretation. We 
know that for all d E ATuP, y*(d) = d from the definition of ATuP. It remains only to 
show that: 
1. 7; f * = f for every f : Val-PAT”“, and 
2. g*; f * = (g*; f )* for every f, g : Val---tpATVP. 
We leave the proof of (2) as an exercise for the reader; instead consider (1): 
(%f*)(~)=f*(?(~)) 
= r(u) @ (A +t+f (u)) 
= n St, f(u) by the definition of 8 
= f(v). 0 
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7. Full abstraction for testing 
In this section we show that ATUP is fully-abstract for &, i.e. for all et,e2 E CExp: 
el gez H ATCP[et] <AT’“[ez] 
The proof of this result is quite complicated, and we begin with an overview of the 
proof strategy. Firstly, we define a new ordering on elements of ATUP, called <ATC,I, 
and show that it is internally fully-abstract with respect to <, i.e. for all dl,dz E ATup: 
The relation sATI’ may be viewed as an alternative characterisation of 6, in much 
the same way that < is for &. Because of this, we will often drop the subscript from 
< AT,P. The goal is then to show that for all ez, e2 E CExp: 
el << e2 H ATUP[et] < ATuP[e2] 
To do this we shall: 
l define an equational proof system S on expressions, with judgements of the form 
t et = s e2, such that S is sound with respect to g and <, i.e. 
k et =S ez+etLez and ATuP[et]6ATVp[e2] 
l define a class of closed expressions of a particular form, called head normal forms, 
and show that for each e E CExp there exists a term hnf(e) in head normal form, 
such that k e =s hnf(e), 
l show that for terms hnf(e~),hnf(ez) in head normal form: 
kf(et ) < hnf(e2) H ATuPl[hnf(et )I < ATuP[hnf(e2)]. 
Using these results it is straightforward to prove full-abstraction, since for all e,, e2 E 
CExp, we have: 
el Le2 @ W(el >LW(e2) 
@ hnf(el) +K hnf(e2) 
@ ATuP[hnf(et )]I < ATup[hnf(e2)] 
H ATuP[et ]I << ATVP[e2] 
H ATuP[et ] 6 AT”p[e2]. 
We now define the relation < on the domain pATUP, in which case << is defined 
on elements of ATuP also. For each a E VAct let A be the least infix partial function 
satisfying the following rules: 
unfbld(T) = (&,f),f(n!)(u) = T’ 
~~ T’ 
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unfold(T) = (d,f),f(n?)(u) = T’ unfoZd( T) = (XI, f), f(J)(u) = T’ 
T? T’ T 2 T, 
Using -% we can define d(T, s), the acceptance set of T after s by: 
1. &(T,E) = 8 
( 
d if unfold(T) = (~2,f)~, 
otherwise, 
2. &(T,a.s) = 
&‘(T’,s) if TAT’, 
0 otherwise. 
Finally let 4 i for s E S be the least relation on elements of pATuP satisfying 
following rules: 
1. TJ,laifT#I 
2. T -U_ as if T AJ E and T&T’ implies T’ 4.L s. 
With these constructs we are ready to define the alternative characterisation. 
the 
Definition 7.1. For all T and U in pATuP, let T << U if for all s E S, T AJ s 3 
1. uJ,ls, 
2. d(U,s) C d(T,s) 
The main import of the preceding Definition, is that the Its defined on acceptance 
trees is deterministic: for any sequence of actions that can be performed by the tree, 
there is a unique node in the tree identified by that sequence. Because of this we have 
the following lemma: 
Lemma 7.2. For all T and U in PAT”@, T << U implies that ij- T JJ a and U~U’ 
then there is a unique T’ such that TATi and T’ << U’. 
We will find a use for this Lemma in the proof of the following Theorem. 
Theorem 7.3 (Internal Full-Abstraction). For all T and U in pATuP: 
Proof. (=+). Suppose that T < U. We show by induction on s that whenever T J,L s 
then U 4 s and zZ( U,s) G d(T,s). If s = E then T JJ E implies T = (a, f) for some 
G! and f. Since T < U then U = (3, g) for some 93 and g, i.e. U # E and also 3I C Se 
i.e. SJ’(U, E) C d(T, E). If T 4,l as for a E VAct, then T J,!- E which in turn implies U 4.l E. 
Suppose then that U&U’, in this case we know from Lemma 7.2 that TAT’ for 
some T’ such that T’ < U’. Furthermore T’ J_l s in which case by induction U’ J,L s 
and &( T’, s) C &‘( U’, s). Since -% is a function this implies U JJ. s and 
&‘(T,a.s) = ~(T’,s)C_JZI(U’,S) = &‘(U,a.s) 
(+). The reverse inclusion is more involved, and we outline the proof strategy. 
Firstly we define the kth approximation to a tree T in pATUP, written Tk, by: 
. To=1 
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and for i E { ,,/,out} : 
&MH(~~(u)) = dom(h(a)) for each a E L&Z($) 
(Ak(a)(u)> = USA>>” for 0 E dom((h(a))) 
Intuitively, for each k 30, Tk is a tree of finite depth. We then prove a result that 
shows: 
T=UTk 
k20 
Finally, we show that 
T < U+Tk<U for all k>O 
by induction on k and case analysis of T. 0 
The remainder of this section is concerned with showing that for all et, e2 E CExp: 
el < e2 H ATuP[q] < ATcP[e2] (7) 
This property does not hold when terms are interpreted in PAT”*. As an example 
consider the terms et gn!v.n + u and e2 ” let x = el in x end. We know from 
Theorem 4.9 that etze2, but their interpretation in PAT”” gives the two trees: 
Hn!, J)> {{fll, J), {J>] 
II1 J \ J # I!!/ \J 
.f f f f 
where f = {o H A}. In Section 2 we saw that for acceptance sets d and 3 where 
1 .d I=1 29 I: 
therefore to prove (7), it is sufficient to that for all e E CExp: 
e J. s w ATUP[e] IJ s (8) 
and 
e J,! s+d(ATcP’P[e],s) = c(d(e,s)) (9) 
The proof strategy for full-abstraction requires the use of head normal forms (hnfs), 
and at this point the proof diverges from the corresponding result in [23]; the hnfs we 
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require are considerably more complex. To define hnfs we need some notation. Let 
Pre denote the set of prejxes, defined by 
71,7x’,... E Pre ::= n!l 1 n?/lx. 
We extend the function than to prefixes, e.g. chan(n?k) = n. A simple sum form is 
any closed expression of the form: 
for some finite indexing set I, where by convention this sum denotes A when I is 
empty. 
Definition 7.4 (Basic Standard Forms). Suppose d is a non-empty, finite set of finite 
subsets of EJ and that for each a E /dl there is an expression e, satisfying: 
1. if a = n? then e, has the form n?lx.e’ 
2. If a = n! then e, has the form C{n!v.,f(u) : II E dam(f)} where f E (Val-/ 
CExp). 
Then the term: 
is a basic standard form if each eA is the simple sum-form x{e, : a E A}. Here @ 
denotes the application of the operator CB to a non-empty set of expressions. 
These approximate the head normal forms used in [23], but we have to take into 
account the ability of expressions to produce values. 
Definition 7.5 (Value Standard Forms). If V is a finite non-empty set of values and 
for each v E V, eG is a basic standard form then: 
is a value standard jbrm. 
These value standard forms are used as the ‘,/-derivatives’ in the following definition 
of head normal forms, which is a generalisation of Definition 7.4. 
Definition 7.6 (Head Normal Forms). Suppose JZI is a non-empty, finite set of finite 
subsets of E,,I and that for each a E 1~~2 there is an expression e, satisfying: 
1. if a = n? then e, has the form n?i,x.e’, 
2. if a = n! then e, has the form C{n!v.f(v) : v E dam(f)}, where f E (Val--1 
CEXP) 
3. if a = ,/ then e, is a value standard form. 
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(Al) X@(Y@Z) = (XCB Y)@Z (A5) X+(Y+Z)=(X+Y)+Z 
(A2) X@Y=YgJX (A6) X+Y = Yt-X 
(A3) X$X=X (A7) x+x =x 
(A4) X@Y<X (Ax) X + n = ,I 
CAY) X@Y <x+y (AlO) nx + KY = x.(X 6 Y) 
(Al 1) XfB(Y+Z)=(X$Y)+(X&Z) (A12) n?ix. X + n?is. Y = n?kX $ n?ix. Y 
(A131 n!c.X + n!r.Y = n!c.X @ U!P.Y (A14) n?ir.r : n‘?j.y.(e[?;l.u]) [yf$frrr(r)] 
(Ai5) (X Bi Y)+ Z = (X+ Z)@(Y+ Z) (A16) x+ (Y SZ) = ix+ Y)@(X#+ Z) 
(A17) X+(YBZ)=(X+Y)%(X+Z) (AIX) .!l+x =x 
(AlY) Q<X 
(A21) local n in R end < R 
(~23) x+(Y+Q)<n 
C.420) cJ+x<a 
(A22) (X+.Q,j+ Y < 0 
(A24) let x = Q in Y end < 12 
(~25) if h then e else e’ fi = 
= 
(A26) ret X in e end = 
(~27) local n in X + Y end = 
(A2X) local n in x.X end = 
= 
(A29) local n in X $ Yend = 
(A30) letx=XBY inZend = 
r 
e’ 
e[rec X in e end/X] 
if llblj = fvue 
otherwise 
local n in X end + local n in Yend 
n.local n in X end if n 4 &m(n) 
A othenvise 
local n in X end $ local n in Y end 
let x = X in Z end 8 let I = Y in Zend 
Fig. 5. Standard axioms for testing 
Then the term: 
is a hnf, if each eA is of the form: 
If e is a hnf then we use .ti(e) to denote the set of finite sets of events .crzl underlying 
e, Ed to denote the value standard-form associated with e, if it exists, and V(e) to 
denote the set of values underlying ed. For each a in 1 z?‘(e) 1 we associate the subterm 
e, as given in the above definition, and for each o E Y(e) there is an associated basic 
standard form e,. Notice that the parallel operator # may appear in head normal forms; 
indeed its presence is essential. An expression such as (n?k.e) # ti has no semantically 
equivalent term not involving +. 
Before detailing the transformation of a term into head normal-form, we introduce 
the proof system needed for this transformation. The proof system is defined by the 
proof rules in Fig. 7, axioms in Figs. 5 and 6, and the interleaving laws in 8. For 
convenience, we write the two axioms e <e’ and e’ de as e = e’, and we write k 
e =y e’, or sometimes just e = e’ if t e <, e’ and k e’ <., e are derivable from the 
proof system. 
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(A31) (X+(Y+u)) = (X+(Y+v))@(Y-#u) (A32) letx=Aineend = A 
(A33)(X+t+~)+(Y+w) = (X+~)@(Y+w) (A34) spawn(X) = x+ nzrli 
(-435) (X + (I’+ u))+ Z = ((X + Y) @ Y)+ Z (A36) v+X -X 
(.437) Xttt(Yii+Z) = (X+l+ Y)+l+Z (‘438) (XsttY)i+Z I (Y++X)ittZ 
If X = c xi.X;:,x $fiee(n,) and Y = c$.Yjfor ni, lr: E Pre then: 
iEI j&J 
let x = X 
in 
let X = Xi 
(A39) Z = p. in Z 
end ( 1 
end 
letx=X+(Y+o) 
in 
let n =X, 
(A40) z = (C?ci. 
iEl 
end i 1 
in z -t(YStt Z[~/~l)) @ y-ii+ Z[4xl 
end 
Fig. 6. New axioms. 
(Ref) - 
t e<se 
I, 
(Tram) 
t e<se’,t e’<se 
t eise” 
(Sub) 
e<e’ 
t ea<se’O (Out) 
I- e<se’ 
t n!u.e<s n!u.e’ 
(Cont) 
t ei<se( 
t f(Z)G.sf(Z) 
[f (2 c21 
Fig. 7. Proof rules. 
The axioms in Figure 5 are the standard ones expected for a testing semantics 
[ 19,231, and generalised to the present language. Axiom (A39) in Fig. 6 shows how the 
let construct can be ‘pushed’ through a guarded sum, while axioms (A31),(A33) and 
(A35) demonstrate the pre-emptive nature of value production in the + context. Axiom 
(A32) shows that /1 is a left zero for let, although clearly let x = e in A end # A 
in general. Axiom (A38) shows that + only commutes on the left; this is because # 
is asymmetric in the production of values. In Fig. 8, two interleaving laws are intro- 
duced. The first one (11) is the same as that used in [23] for the language VPL. The 
law (12) is needed to eliminate occurrences of the + operator, when the right-hand 
operand has the potential to produce a value. 
Theorem 7.7 (Soundness). For all el,e2 E CExp, t- el bs e2 + 
l ATuP[el ] < ATuP[[e2], 
0 elLe2. 
Proof. First show that the axioms are sound for d ATlP and L, then show that each 
proof rule is sound, by induction on the depth of the judgement E e ds er. •i 
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tf,‘t = cn,.X,, Y = ~$.Y~ and Z = cnp.Zk then: 
IEI IEJ ktk’ 
(11) x+r= 
(ex(X, Y) + in(X, Y )) @ in(X, Y) if com(X, Y) 
=(X Y) otherwise 
(I*) x+(Zf(Y+ w)) = (eXL(X.Yf(ZSt*w))+e.\R(X,Y)+ ~n;‘.(x+(zk+W))fI)$f 
IEK 
where: 
exL(X,P) dg Cn,.(Xj+ P) 
rtl 
exR(P,Y) %f ~,;.(P+ Y,) 
iE.1 
ex(X, Y ) “2 exL(X, Y) + exR(X, Y ) 
69 in(X, Y) if com(X, Y) 
$ @{(XJc/x]+ Zk)+ w : K, = n’?ix,n~ = n!u} 
@ @{(Xi+ Zk[U/X])+ W’ : Bj = tl!U,7Cr = fl?AX} 
Fig. 8. Interleaving laws 
We now define the jinite approximations of a term in Exp. If e f Exp then the kth 
,finite approximation of e, written ek is defined inductively as follows: 
1. e”=52. 
2. /k+’ zz 1. 
3. (op&))k+ = op(c) for each op E Op. 
4. (let x=e in f end)k+’ = let x = ek+’ in fk+’ end 
5. (if b then e else f fi)k+’ = if b then ek+‘else fk” fi 
6. (spawn e)k+’ = spawn ek+’ 
7. (n?i.x.e)k+’ = n?ix.ek+’ 
8. (n!f.e)k+’ = n!Z.ek+’ 
9. (e 0 f)k+’ = ek+’ 0 fk" for 0 E {+,C3, +> 
10. (local n in e end)k+’ = local n in ek+‘end 
11. (ret X in e end)kf’ = ek+‘[(rec X in e end)k/X] 
We use App(e) to denote the set of approximations to e, i.e. App(e) = {ek : k >O}. 
Proposition 7.8. For every e E CExp, AT”‘[e] = UATcp[App(e)]. 
We can also demonstrate the following relationship between the preorder L and the 
finite approximations of an expression. 
Lemma 7.9, For all e E CExp, ekLe. 
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Proof. By soundness, we need only show that ek 6e for all k 3 0. The proof is by 
induction on k; suppose ek de; the proof proceeds by structural induction on e, and 
the only non-trivial case is when e = ret Xin e’ end in which case we have: 
(recXine’end)k+’ = e ‘kfl[(recXin e’end)k/X] by definition 
d e’k+‘[recXine’end/X] by induction on k 
d e’[rec Xin e’ end/X] by structural induction 
= ret Xin e’ end by definition 0 
Many of the axioms given are valid for the domain pATcf, however axioms (A40), 
(A31), (A33) and (A35) , and the additional interleaving law (12) are only true in 
ATuP, because pATuP does not capture the pre-emptive power of J in the presence 
of f. 
We now return to the problem of showing that each term is provably equivalent 
to one in head normal-form. We shall not prove this directly; instead we introduce 
two new normal-forms. The first, called D normal-forms, will allow us to show that 
a divergent term is provably equal to the divergent expression Sz. The second normal- 
form is just a short step away from head normal-forms. 
Definition 7.10 (O-normaljbrms). The set of all Q normal-forms (SZnfs) is defined 
to be the least set satisfying the two rules: 
1. i2 and /1 are Qnfs, 
2. let V c Val be a finite set of values, I a finite indexing set, J an Z-indexed family 
of finite sets and for each v E V let K,) be a finite set and MK, a KC-indexed family 
of finite sets, then the term: 
is a Qnf, where { + r} represents an optional +-summand. 0 
The interest in Qnfs lies with the next Lemma, which shows that every finite term can 
be transformed into one, using the proof system. 
Lemma 7.11. For every jinite term e E CExp, there exists an Qnfe’ such that k 
e =s e’. 
Proof. The proof is by a joint induction on the structure and depth of e, where 
depth(e) = ma.x{~s~}s E Y(e). 0 
Using this lemma, we can show that finite, divergent terms are provably equal to Q. 
Lemma 7.12. IJ’e E CExp is a ,$nite term, then: 
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Proof. We know from the previous lemma that: F e =S Qnf(e), and by soundness this 
implies e-Qnf(e); therefore if e fi then this implies that Qnf(e) fi, i.e. Rnf(e) = Q. 
as this is the only form of Qnf which can diverge. The converse result is similar. [7 
Before showing that every convergent term can be transformed into one in hnf 
we will show a slightly weaker result, namely that every convergent term can be 
transformed into a term in head sum ./brm: 
Definition 7.13 (Head Sum Form). The set of all head sum .furms (hsf) is defined to 
be the least set satisfying the two rules: 
1. A is a hsf. 
2. Let V C I/al be a finite set of values, I a finite indexing set, J an I-indexed family 
of finite sets and for each G f V let IY~ be a finite set and MK, a &indexed family 
of finite sets, then 
is a hsf, where { + T} represents an optional +-summand. 
Note the similarity of hsfs to hnfs. They both have the same basic structure, but 
for hsfs we do not require that each prefix n;, has a unique derivative en,, or for each 
L> E V that each prefix I&,, has a unique derivative frill it m 
To show that every convergent term can be transformed into a hsf we borrow from 
[23] a proof technique that will 
over a well-founded set. 
Definition 7.14. Let < be the 
following rules: 
1. e, < ,f‘(&) if ,f E C* \ A 
enable us to establish this transformation by induction 
least transitive relation on closed terms satisfying the 
2. el < if h then el else e2 fi if [b] = true 
e2 < if h then e,else el fi if [b] = j&e 
3. ez < et if rr&ez 
4. el < let x = el in e2 end 
Proposition 7.15. Let Prec(e) = {e’ : e’ < e}. [f’Prec(e) is irzfinite then fbr some 
e’, e&e’ such that Prec(e’) is irzfinite. 
Proof. The proof is by structural induction on e. Cases e = et+ez, ret Xin e’ end, 
el ~e2,A,Q,u,local n in el end, if h then el else e2 fi,el fez, n!l.e and 
n?ix.e are either straightforward or identical to their counterparts in [23], Proposition 
3.4.6. We consider the remaining cases: 
1. e = spawn (el), and we have: 
Prec(spawn (e)) = {e} U Prec(e) 
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If Prec(spawn (e)) is infinite, then it must be that Prec(e) is infinite, in which case, 
by induction there exists an e’ such that e&e’, and Prec(e’) is infinite. Therefore: 
spawn (e)+spawn (e’) 
and spawn(e’) is infinite. 
2. e = let x = ei in e2 end, and we have: 
Bee(e) = {el} U Prec(el) 
UJ{ei St, e2[+1 : el + 4 ) 
uU{Prec(let x = ei in e2 end) : ei Aei ] 
If Prec(e) is infinite, then there are several cases: 
(a) Prec(ei) is infinite, in which case for some et,, el Aei and Prec(e{ ) is infinite. 
Therefore we have: 
e&Jet x = e{ in e2 end 
and Prec(let x = et in e2 end) is infinite. 
(b) For some v, ei *ei, and Prec(e{+ez[u/x]) is infinite, and we have: 
(c) For some el,, ei&ei and Z+ec(let x = e{ in e2 end) is infinite, and: 
e&let x = e{ in e2 end 0 
Using < we show that every convergent term is provably equal to a term in head 
sum-form. 
Lemma 7.16. If e 4 then there exists a head sum-form hsf (e) such that: 
l k e =S hsf(e), 
a whenever e&e’ for s E Act+ then hsf (e)&e’. 
Proof. By the previous Proposition we know that e 4 implies Prec(e) is finite; there- 
fore the result may be proved by induction on Prec(e). The second part of the inductive 
hypothesis is used to ensure that when the interleaving laws are applied then further oc- 
currences of # can be eliminated. The proof proceeds by case analysis on the structure 
of e, and the most complicated case is when e = ei+ez. We refer the reader to [ 121 
chapter 4 for the full details of the proof. 0 
Given a hsf we can recover a term in hnf by applying the derivative gathering 
equations (Dl) and (D2) originally defined in [19] and modified in [23] to the value- 
passing setting: 
(7LXl + Zl) a3 (7c.Xz + Z2) = (n.(X1 +x2) + Zl) CB (745 +x2) + Z2) (D1) 
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(n!l.X, +z*)~(n!l'.X*+Z2)=(W+ZI)~(W+z2) WI 
where W = n!I.Xt + n!l’.Xz. In addition to (Dl) and (D2) the following equation, 
(D3), is needed: 
which is derivable from the proof system. 
Proposition 7.17. If e E CExp and e U_ then there exists a head normal-from hnf (e) 
such that k e =s h@(e). 
Proof. Transform e into a head sum-form, then apply (Dl ),(D2) or (D3) as appropri- 
ate. to coalesce derivatives. q 
Several of the operators on ATuP behave the same as their counterparts on PAT”” 
when restricted to elements of AT”“. For example if er,e2 E ATup then we have 
el CBA-r7 e2 = rl*(el @ATIP e2) by definition 
= q*(et) $pAT’P n*(ez) by Proposition 6.10 
= et QAT~IJ e2 since er,e2 E ATtF. 
The same is true for the input and output operators which have the same definition for 
both pATuP and ATuP. This property is not true for +ATIP because of the preemptive 
nature of value production in this context. However, for simple sum-forms we have 
AT’“[g{rr;.e;}] = C{ATup[ni.ei]} (10) 
and for closed terms e: 
ATcP[e _Kt II] = ATuP[e] j+ pATz ,, ATUP[u]. 
We also have the following proposition: 
(11) 
Proposition 7.18. If e is simple sum-form, and e,, is u value standard-jbrm, then 
AT’“([e + ed] = (ATEP[e] fBATr,x ATuP[eJj) @,,ATtp ATUP[eJ] 
We are almost ready to show (8) and (9), and as a step towards the proof of the 
first we have: 
Lemma 7.19. For all e E CExp: 
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Proof. (+). If e .!J then k e =.Y hnf(e) and by soundness we have ATuPi[hn.(e)] = 
ATUP[e]; therefore it suffices to show AT”P[hnf(e)]l # 1. From the previous proposition, 
and the remarks preceding it, we can ‘push’ ATup[lJ through hnf(e) so that at the top- 
level at least, the operators are those defined on pATuP. That ATuP[hsf(e)] # I is now 
obvious from the definitions of +pATr.P, @&TIP and + pATVP. 
(e). Suppose that ATuP(ej 4. Since q*pAT’P is strict, this implies that pAT”“j[e] 4,l; 
furthermore we know that pATuP[e] = U{pATuP[ek] : k > 0) in which case for some 
k 30 we have that pATuP[ek] # 1. We know from Lemma 7.11 that k e =s Qnf(e), 
and because pATuPi[e] # -L it must be that ek # Q, in which case ek 4. Since ek << e 
we may conclude that e& 0 
An important consequence of the definition of head normal-forms in [23] is that 
they form an exact syntactic representation of elements of the model, at least at the 
top-level. A corollary of this is that for any a E VAct: 
The head normal-forms used in our setting do not enjoy this property. For example 
the term n!Y.ei + (n!u.ez + V) is in head normal-form, and: 
but: 
n!v.el + (n!u.e2 +u) 
l7!“J \ n!u 
el (e2 St, v> 
However we do have the following weaker correspondence: 
Lemma 7.20. For every a E VAct and head normal fbrm hnf (e) : 
1. hnf(e)L*A H ATGP[hnf(e)]A, 
2. AT”P[hnJ’(e)]AT+T = ATVP[${e’} : hrzf(e)~*~e’]. 
With this relationship between the syntactic and semantic behaviour of head normal 
forms we can generalise Lemma 7.19: 
Proposition 7.21. For all e E CExp : 
Proof. The proof is by induction on s. The base case is an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 7.19, so assume s = as’ for some a E VAct. 
(+). Suppose e4,t.s; we know that k e =s hnf(e). To prove ATup[e] 4 s it is sufficient 
to prove that T4.s’ where T is such that ATup[hnf(e)]~T. By the previous Lemma 
we know that T has the structure ATcPl[@{e’ : e~*~e’}~. From e&s it follows that 
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e’4.r for all e’ such that eA* Ae’; this in turn implies that @{e’ : eA* Ae’}qs’ 
and so by induction T 4s’. 
(x=). Suppose ATuPI[e] J!- s; again we know that t e =.s hnf(e), and e=hnJ”(e). 
Therefore it is sufficient to show that Iznf(e) 4 a.~‘, i.e. that whenever hnj’(e)A*A 
e’,e’ JJ s’. So suppose that IznJ’(e) &*A,“; by Lemma 7.20 we may assume that 
AT’“p[hnf’(e)jlAT for some T, and furthermore that: 
T = AT”[@{e’ : hnf’(e)L*Ae’}j 
By assumption T .$ s’, therefore by induction we have that 
@{e’ : hrtf(e)A*Ae'} JJ, S’ 
Furthermore we have that 
${e’ : htZf(e)-I-t*-&'} << e” 
which implies that e” J. s’, as required. 0 
Proposition 1.22. For all closed expressions and .for every s E S we have 
e 4.L s+d( ATvP[eJ, s) = c( .d(e, s)) 
Proof. The proof is by induction on s, and there are two cases; since e 4, we work 
with the head normal-form of e, hnf’(e). 
l s = E. The interesting case is when J l 1 &(hnJ’(e),s) 1, since if this is not the 
case, then the result collapses to the standard case in [23]. So suppose that J E/ 
.d(hnf(e),c) /, then we know that hnf(e) has the form: 
where T is a summand of the form: 
We apply Propositions 7.18 and 6.10 to obtain: 
AT”‘[hnf(e)/ = $ {AT'"[C {{x;j.ei,} : ,j E .J;} {+T}] : i E I} 
pAT”I’ 
= CB {AT”‘?C{{n;,,.e~,,} : j; E Ji}j +pAT’.,l ATCP[T] : i E Z} 
pATI P 
@AT’“[ 7-1 by Proposition 7.18 
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: j, E 4, > 
: i, E I, 
> 
If we define the function event on events by 
event(n?Ax) g n?, event(n!l) En! 
and by a slight abuse of notation, setting: 
event C{Zi.ei}+V 
( 
= (eVent(7Ti) : i E I} U {J} 
iEI 
and for each i E I and i, E I,, for each v E V, setting: 
Ai = {event(nij,) : j, E Ji} and Ai,, = {event(&J : ji,, E 4,) 
then by the definition of $, +pAr~p and #+pATUp, and the interaction of c with U and 
A, we can show that 
d(AT”P[hnf(e)], 6) = c(d), 
where each X E d’ is of the form (Ai U Aiv U {J}) or (AiL, U {J}). Therefore we 
must establish that c(&‘) = &‘(hnf(e), a), and we show each inclusion separately: 
_ c(&“) C &(hnf(e), E). By the definition of c, it is sufficient to show that d’ C LZ! 
(hnf(e),s). If Ai UAi, U {J} E d’ then we have 
and 
event .ei,. j,, >it+ ’ ) = Ai U AiL, U {J} 
i.e. Ai U Ai,, U {J} E d(hnf(e), 8). If Air U {J} E d’ then we have: 
W”(e) A , Z$ {4.j,,, 4,,j,i,,. 1 + 0 
,'dII III 
and 
event 
i 
C {4,,j,, .e6j,,, > + v = 4 u {I/> 
.jlp EJ,, ) 
i.e. Air U {J} E d(hnf(e),e). 
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- .d(hnf(e),c) C: c(&‘). In this case we have that Y(e”) E c(Jz~‘) for each e” such 
that: 
and furthermore that Y(hnf(e)) E c(&“). Therefore if X E .d(hnf(e),e), then 
there exists e’ such that: 
hnf‘(e) & e’ with Y(e’) = X 
in which case, since hnf(e) 4.l then there exists e” such that 
e’ a e”+ 
and Y(e”) 5 Y( e’ ). Therefore by the definition of c, ,Y( e”) C Y( e’) C Y(hsf‘( e)) 
implies Y(e’) E c(s&), i.e. X E c(,al’). 
l s = as’. We argue as follows: 
c(d(hnf(e),s))=c (U{d(e’,s’) : hnf(e)~*f+e’}) 
= c d ( ( @{e’ : hnf(e)+*~e’},s’ >> 
By Lemma 7.20 we know that AT”Pi[hnf(e)]~T, where 
T = ATVP[@{e’ : hnJ’(e)L* Ae’}] 
therefore, by induction we have that: 
d(T,s’) = c d ( ( ${e’ : hnf’(e)~*~e’},s’ >> 
and d( r, s’) = .d’(AT’p[hnf(e)], a.s’) , as required. 0 
8. Conclusion 
The static and dynamic semantics of CML have both been studied in the literature. 
Reppy [37,38] gives an operational semantics for a core subset of CML, called A,,.. 
This core subset contains many of the interesting features of CML, and may be viewed 
as a concurrent version of the call-by-value i-calculus of Plotkin [35]. This operational 
semantics is defined on two levels. The first level represents the left-to-right, call-by- 
value reduction strategy one would expect to see for an eager language like ML. The 
other level describes the generation of new processes, and communication between 
processes, as reductions amongst multi-sets of expressions. While this semantics is 
adequate for proving the soundness of the type system, it is not compositional: the 
reductions of an expression are not directly defined in terms of the reductions of its 
sub-expressions, and the transitions are unlabeled. This makes it unsuitable as the 
basis for the investigation of behavioural equivalences such as bisimulation [28,33], 
and testing [II, 191. 
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One of the earliest attempts to define a compositional semantics for (a subset of) 
CML appears in [4]. As in [37], the authors give a two-level operational semantics in 
terms of single reductions between expressions, and reductions between multi-sets of 
expressions. They show a number of properties of their semantics. Firstly, that it is a 
conservative extension of the reduction semantics for ML; i.e. that the evaluation of 
a sequential expression in the concurrent semantics is the same as in the sequential 
semantics. Secondly, they show that variables of ref type, i.e. mutable local storage 
space, can be implemented using a combination of private channel names and process 
creation, when at most one process can access the variable. This is done by appealing 
to various properties of the operational semantics. 
Havelund [ 17, 181 has focused on the specific problem of representing concurrency 
using process creation. He defines a simple language called the Fork Calculus in which 
a fork operator is available for creating new threads of computation. Several refine- 
ments of this language are made, to introduce action hiding and relabeling, and then 
private channel names. The resulting language is reminiscent of the rc-calculus, but 
with fork instead of the more familiar parallel operator I. Each language variation 
is provided with a sound and complete axiomatisation for strong and weak bisimula- 
tion, and an adequate Hennessy-Milner [22] style logic. In [17], the author defines a 
compositional, labelled transition-system semantics for a subset of CML, based on the 
two-level approach, similar to that in [4], however behavioural equivalences for the 
language are not investigated. 
A considerble amount of research has been carried out into the operational semantics 
of the language Facile, [ 1, 15,261. Although this language has much in common with 
CML, it is not designed as a language where processes produce values. Unlike in 
CML, there is a clear type distinction between terms of type process, which can only 
interact with other processes, and terms of other types which can only produce values 
(to be transmitted by processes during communication). Therefore the main issue of 
the current paper, the interaction between communication and value production, is not 
of concern in Facile. 
Other work has concentrated on designing type systems which give more information 
about the communication potentials of processes [31,32], while in [5-8, lo] this is 
taken a stage further, and used to construct a model for a variant of CML, based on 
Acceptance Trees [ 191. 
Jeffrey [24] has constructed a language CMML, based on a subset of CML and 
Moggi’s [30] ‘Monadic Meta-Language’ (MML). He has also shown that a higher- 
order version of the traces model is full-abstract with respect to the CMML, and 
exhibited a translation of CML into CMML. 
Ferreira et al. [14] have shown how a compositional labelled transition-system style 
semantics can be given to a core subset of CML, and have used this to define a 
version of higher-order weak bisimulation for the language. They also show a strong 
relationship between their semantics for CML and Reppy’s operational semantics [37]. 
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Appendix A. Proof of Proposition 5.4 
Let e be an arbitrary term, which we extend to contexts in the following manner: 
C::=e([](letx=CinCendIifbthenCelseCfiIspawn(C)I 
n?k.C 1 n!l.C 1 C + C 1 C 6~ C I C #C 1 local n in C end 
C is a context, denoted C[], if it contains at most one occurrence of [ ]. Note that 
contexts are finite: they contain no occurrence of the ret operator. 
We can give an operational semantics to contexts using the notion of action truns- 
ducrr as defined in [25]. Let i., i.’ range over Act,, p, p’ range over VAct, and y,$ 
range over VAct, U {.}. Then - C(C x VAct, x VAct, U {.} x C) is defined to be _ 
the least relation satisfying the rules given in Figure 9; we have omitted some obvious 
symmetrical rules. We write C&C for (C, p, y, C’) E+. The transition C 2 C’ 
i 
is interpreted as: whenever e&e’ then C[e]LC’[e’]. If C L C’ then C performs 
p and becomes C’ without interaction with its argument. We write C[] &I when [] 
occurs beneath some prefix in C and C[ ] T,l when this is not true. The relation -!A 
satisfies some simple properties. 
Proposition A. 1. 
1. If‘C[]+C’[] then 1, = qC’[] is C[] und C[] Trl 
2. [f’ C[ ] ++ C’[ ] then C[ ] Trl and C’[ ] I‘,,. 
3. C Tci and e&e’ implies C[e]$+C[e’] 
Proof. 
1. By induction on the proof of C[ ] + C’[ 1. 
2. By induction on the proof of C[ ] + C’[ 1. 
3. By induction on the structure of C[ 1. 0 
Lemma A.2 (Move Composition). 
1. C[ ] A C’[ ] implies C[e]+C’[e]. 
2. C[ ] $+ C’[ ] and eAe’ implies C[e]-%C’[e’] 
Proof. Properties (1) and (2) follow by induction on the proof of the transitions: 
C[]&C’[] and C[]+C’[], 
respectively. 0 
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4, 
v--+v 
C[ I%‘[ ] 
e + C[ ]2e + C’[ ] 
Y 
C[ I%‘[ ] 
e5 “e’ 
e-&z’ 
CL lAC’[ I 
i 
local n in c[ ] endLlocal n in cq 1 end 
J 
let x = C[ ] in e end-k/[ ] + e 
1’ 
C[ I’-0 1 
spawn(C[ ])J”u!I C[ ] + A 
C[ I&‘[ ] 
/ 
spawNC[ I)+w=fNc’[ I) 
4 
e+e’ 
e + C[ 1%’ 
C[l@e~C[l 
CL G+C’[ 1 
Y 
C[ I + eLC’[ I + e 
j’ 
n?kLC[ pk[ ][v/x] 
C[ ]lJf+C’[ ] 
e + C[ ]*C/[ ] 
Y 
‘> > , 
C[ I-!%‘[ 1, eSe’ 
Cl 1 +b ejC’[ 1 i+ e’ 
C[]@eAe 
e&e 
C[ ] + ed-+C[ ] + e’ 
n?v.C[ p+C[ ] 
let x = C[ ] in e end 1Alet x = C’[ ] in e end 
Fig. 9. Operational rules for contexts. 
Lemma A.3 (Move Decomposition). If C[e]--k’[e’] then either 
1. C[] LC’[] and e is e’, or 
2. C[] + C’[] and eAe’. 
Proof. By structural induction on C[e]. Ei 
Proposition A.4 (Derivation Composition). Suppose CO[ 1, Cl [ I,. . . , ck [ ] is a sequence 
of contexts such that C;[ ] L Ci+l [ ] or CJ ] is Ci+l[ 1. Furthermore suppose eo, el, . . . , 
?t 
ek 
1. 
2. 
3. 
is a sequence of closed terms such that 
Ci+l[] is Ci[] implies Ci[] Trl and eiAei+l. 
Ci[ ] * Ci+ I[ ] implies ei+l is ei. 
2’ 
Ci[] A Ci+l[] implies eiiei+l. 
;.: #T 
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4. Ci[] +]Cj+i[] implies e;Le;+I or ei+l = ei, then: 
Co[eo]$+Cl [el] . . %Ck[ek] 
is a derivation, where some L may he the identity. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on k, and uses the properties in Proposition A.1 and 
Lemma A.3. 0 
Proposition A.5 (Derivation Decomposition). Suppose we have the derivation: 
Then for all 0 <i < k - 1 there exists yi such that C;[ ] 2 C;+, [ ] and either: 
1. 7, = implies e,+l is ei, or 
2. y, # implies e;$+e;+l. 
Proof. By induction on k using Lemma A.2. 0 
Proof (of Proposition 5.4). Suppose e < f and C[e]lm then C[f]L,,,. Consider an 
arbitrary finite computation of the form: 
C[f] = Co[fo]~C, [fi l-ri . . . -ifG[fnl. (13) 
We need to show that there exists 0 Gidn such that C,[];“:. Applying Proposition 
A.5 to ( 13) we get Ci[ ] 4 C,, I [ ] for 0 d i 6 n - 1 with corresponding properties for 
J;. There are two cases: 
1 . ‘;, = f for all 0 di dn - 1. This includes the case that n = 0 i.e. Co[eo]+. By 
repeated application of Lemma A.2( 1) we get 
C[e] = Co[e]+ . . . LC,[e] 
which also implies that f‘ is fi. However this derivation may not be maximal. Since 
Cn[fn]+, there are two cases: 
(a) C, LIl and C,[]-+-+. In this case C,,[e]+ which is a computation so there 
exists O<i<n - 1 such that Ci[ ]J’ since C[e]iw. 
(b) C,[ ] Tr ,, fnf) and C,[ ] L for no a E 9(fn). There are two sub-cases: 
z 
i. e h so that e&e’ Le2 . By Proposition A.1(3) we have: 
C,[e]+C,[e’]-I-t . . 
which is an infinite computation and again since C[e]l,,l there exists 0 < i <n 
-1 such that Cj[e]*. 
ii. e 4. We know f is fn and fn+ and e << f implies f J. and there exists 
e’ such that e&e’+ and .Y(e’) 2 Y( fn). Again by Proposition A. l(3) we 
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have: 
C,[e]l, . . . ~CJe’]t) 
and the result follows because C[e&. 
2. There exists i such that y; # . . Let yk denote the sequence of k elements in 
ya . . yn_l which are different from . and let s be y^k i.e. the result of removing 
all t actions from yk, where 2 = E. There are two possibilities: 
(a) e 9 s in which case 
where ~0 .-pm- 1 is a prefix of yo .qn-i. There are two further sub-cases: 
i. m = 0. Let i be the smallest index such that yi # ., which is guaranteed 
to exist. By Lemma A.2( 1) 
Co[e]-I-i . . . ‘-Ci[f?] 
Since Ci[ ] 2 then by Proposition A.1(2) C;[ ] trl and by Proposition 
A.1(3) we have: 
which is an infinite computation. Since C[e]lw, there exists j : O< j<i<n 
- 1 such that Cj[]*. 
ii. m > 0 and w.1.o.g. we may assume p,,-i # z. We can almost build a 
computation from C[e], except that r steps in ~0.. pm-1 and ~0. .. yn_l 
may not match. We can identify two possibilities: 
A. for SOIIlej,cj[]f$cj+l[] andej JkJJ&j+i. By Proposition A.1(2) 
CJ] trl so that 
Cj[ejl 4, ‘. . LCj[eJ]LCj+l[ej+l] 
by Proposition A.1(3). 
B. for some j, Cj[ ] -L Cj+l[ ] but ej+. In this case we let ej+i = ej 
since by Proposition A. l( 1) Cj[ ] is Cj+l [ 1. 
Repeating these steps where necessary we can build a sequence of 
contexts DO . . .D,,, where for each i: O<i<m there exists j : O<j<n- 
1 such that Di[ ] = Cj[ ] and a sequence of closed terms eo. e, both 
of which satisfy the premises of Proposition A.4, in which case we 
have a derivation: 
C[e] E Do[eo]L . . . ifDm[e,]. 
Since pm- 1 # T then by Proposition A. l(2) we have that D,[ ] T[ 1 
which implies D,[e,]LD,,,[eA]L.. . because e,,, fi. Since C[e]lw 
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there exists k : 0 <k <m such that &[ 12 i.e. for some j : Obj<n- 
l,q]*. 
(b) e .l.L s which implies f Jl s and e&. Now either C,[ ] 1~1 and C,[ ]+ in which 
case we can construct a computation as in the previous example, otherwise 
CA1 T[l,fnt) and G[l+-+ f a or any a E 9’(fn). Since e << f then e&e’+ 
such that Y(e’) C 9(fn). Again using Proposition A.4 we can construct a 
computation: 
C[e] = Co[eo]L. LCn[en]+ 
and the result follows because C[e]lo. 
It remains to consider the case when the initial computation, (13), is infinite. How- 
ever our contexts have been defined to be finite, i.e. have no occurrence of the recursion 
operator, and therefore one can show that there must exist some fz such that for all 
k > IZ the k*’ element of the computation has the form Cn[ek] where e&t &?k. In 
particular this means that e, fi. The argument now proceeds as in case (2). q 
Appendix B. Definition of remaining operators on pATt7 
This appendix describes the remaining constants and functions fpATt.P over domain 
PAT”~, which were omitted in Section 6. 
A PAT’ I’ : PAT”” 
A pAr’p “” fold({@},@ 
@ pAT”,, : [pATUP x PAT”“-pATuP] 
@PAT’ p “’ Y3qunfold; up@ X);Jbld) 
where 
IJf((d,f), (B,g)) g w A %(h! fX’“’ Yiti> 63 (foul +up(x”) gout) L&J cf.. +x+ YJ) 
+ p,,T’,’ : [pATuP x PAT”“-PAT’!“] 
fpAT’ I’ ” unfold; up(F); fold 
where 
local n in end pAr’P : [pAT”“+pAT”“] 
local n in end pAT”p “” YX(unfold; up(R X); fold) 
where 
RX (d,,f) 22 (d \ {n!,n?},exf(f r.d\ln!,n7j)) 
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+t+ pATLP : [pATup x pATEP-PAT”@] 
St, pATLP g YJ.xJxf(up(R X)) 
where 
where 
GAB = if INT(A,B) = 0 
then sumext(d, B) 
else (sumext(A, B) + sumint(A, B)) @ sumint(A, B) 
and 
sumext(A,B) = ~{EA-T(A,B)} 
sumint(A,B) = ${ZNT(A,B)} 
INw4B) = {~(f(~x~),gw)(~) : n? E A,n! E B,v E dom(g(n!))) u 
V(f(n! >(v>, dnXv> : n! E A,n? E B,v E dom(f(n!))} 
Efl(A,B) = {inp,,~~(n,~vX(f(n?)(~),d~) : n? e A} u 
{in,A,‘,(n,IvX(d,,g(c?)(v)) : n? E A} u 
{Jwwl~g(J)(v))) : J E B,v E ~~~MJ))~ u 
{outpAT+, u,X(f(n!)(v),&)) : I?! E A, v E dom(f(n!)>} u 
{~tdt,,AT’+t, v,X(d,,g(n!)(v))) : fZ! E B, v E dO~(g(~!))} 
and 
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